NOTABLE COMPUTING BOOKS AND ARTICLES—2016

Computing Reviews is happy to bring you the 21st annual list of notable items published in computing—this time for 2016. We reached out to many in the computing community for nominations: our reviewers, CR category editors, the editors in chief of journals we cover, and computer scientists in both industry and academia. In addition, we included proceedings papers that were recognized as “Best Papers” at their respective conferences, as well as the most downloaded journal papers from some of the top journals covered in CR.

You will find 231 items on our list, with numerous publishers represented. As we continue to improve our methods for collecting nominations and involve more of your peers in the computing community, we hope to bring you even more definitive lists in the coming years.

We welcome your feedback, and encourage you to email us with any questions (editorial@computingreviews.com).

Angela Pugh
Managing Editor
Computing Reviews
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